WATER

FLAME

DIRT

UV

• PROMO STAR TENTS have a unique shape and large imprint
area that will grab people’s attention. Standing 20 feet tall,
this tent towers above all other tents. Not only does this tent
make a large impact but it has a fast set up time and can
collapse into a bag that can fit into the trunk of a car.

WIND

PROMO STAR TENTS

Poly-Canvas

500 Denier Oxford Polyester
PVC Coating

Full Digital Process

• PROMO STAR TENTS are designed for optimum sun protection,
shade, water resistant, fire-retardant, and UV protection.
• PROMO STAR TENTS can be custom printed with your brand
colors & logos. We use full digital color image reproduction
to create a lasting impression for your brand.
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WATER

FLAME

• PROMO STAR TENTS are constructed with the highest quality
material and are made with 500 denier oxford polyester.

PROMO STAR TENTS

20’ Tall
53’ Diameter

20’ Tall
40’ Diameter

20’ Tall
63’ Diameter

500 Denier Oxford Polyester No Set-Up Charges!
Pricing Below for Promo Stars

This unique design will create excitement and branding at your event! These tension fabric structures are
the easiest tents to set-up and the unique shapes really grab attention. They are supported by a single or
double center pole and use ground up tension to stay secure. The only installation required is to put the
stakes in the corners and the 20 Foot tall Pole in the middle. The PromoStar tents fold down into carry bags
which fit in the trunk of a car. Its six arches give added visual appeal and at 6.75’ high entrances
make it easy to entering the covered area. Quickly set up in less than 1 hour.
(T)

Canopy Size

Item #

Quantity 1

Quantity 5

Quantity 10

No Graphics

2040STARNG

$2390

$2290

$2190

Full Graphics

2040STARFD

$3990

$3890

$3790

No Graphics

2053STARNG

$2990

$2890

$2790

Full Graphics

2053STARFD

$4990

$4890

$4790

No Graphics

2063STARNG

$3490

$3390

$3290

Full Graphics

2063STARFD

$5990

$5890

$5790

20’ x 40’

20’ x 53’

20’ x 63’
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